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Eclipse Data is pleased to announce that Crest National has selected the Eclipse
ImageEncoder for installation in its new Nimbus UV LBR and upgrade of an
installed LBR. Innovative features like high-speed DVD & CD mastering,
ImageIntegrity checksum protection, direct and hard disk mastering, multitasking networking capabilities and support of all major DVD & CD formats and
encryptions provided the competitive advantage in Crest’s selection of the
Eclipse ImageEncoder.
“Crest National expects the highest quality and most reliable equipment for our
CD and DVD mastering and replication facility. In selecting an equipment
vendor, we also evaluate after the sale service and support. Due to our
customer’s requirements, it is critical that our vendors offer world class support of
their products,” said Bob Freedman, Sr. V.P. for Crest National. “Based on our
experience and satisfaction with Eclipse’s pre-mastering and Q.C. verification
software, and their exceptional technical support and customer service, we
included Eclipse in our evaluation of encoders for our new UV LBR. We decided
on the ImageEncoder because of its superiority in performance, ease of use, and
the support that Eclipse provides.”
“We are pleased with Crest’s selection of the Eclipse ImageEncoder for
installation in their new Nimbus LBR and upgrading of an installed LBR. It was
especially rewarding knowing the ImageEncoder met or exceeded the stringent
DVD and evaluation criteria that Crest submitted the encoder to in their
evaluation,” stated Bob Edmonds, VP of Sales and Marketing for Eclipse Data.
“Results of Crest’s evaluation clearly identified the Eclipse ImageEncoder as the
best encoder available for their application.”
The success of the Image Encoder is credited to its user-friendly interface,
innovative design and solid performance reputation. The ImageEncoder has
become the encoder of choice for customers installing new LBR’s, large
independent LBR manufacturers and customers wanting to upgrade existing
LBR’s.
Eclipse has built a reputation for technical excellence and world-class customer
support with its line of mastering, pre-mastering and QC verification tools for the
DVD and CD manufacturing industry.
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